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The determination of the electric and magnetic fields 
for both electric and magnetic dipole sources near a fault 
is of importance to the geophysicist* The fault, for purpose 
of this work, has been redefined as a plane interface sepa­
rating two media of differing electrical conductivity.
Methods of computing the fields for both a faulted whole- 
space and a faulted half-space are included in this research. 
Following the methods of Vanyan (1967)3 integral ex­
pressions for the time-harmonic electric and magnetic fields 
of a magnetic dipole source in a faulted whole-space have 
been obtained. This same method is applicable for an elec­
tric dipole source, and for more complicated physical pro- 
bl ems such as that of an n-layered anisotropic media. The 
integrals obtained are similar to the well known Sommerfeld 
integral with an additional complex term representing a re­
flection coefficient for the case of a fault, and are app­
arently soluble in closed form only for special cases where 
the conductivity of one media is allowed to vanish.
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Formulations for the fields of a magnetic dipole source 
in a faulted whole-space are obtained for distances which 
are small compared to a skin depth in the conducting media. 
This case for the fields along the axis of the dipole is 
well known (see Keller and Frischknecht, 1966, and Dakhnov, 
1962). When the expressions for the magnetic field are ex­
tended to include the case not on the axis, the integrals 
become much more complicated, and contain complete elliptic 
integrals of. the first and second kind. These integrals 
extend throughout the volume of all spa.ce and represent the 
effects of currents in the media.
Using the same concepts of integrating the current 
effects over a volume, new formulations for the magnetic 
fields of an electric dipole are obtained* These expressions 
are also valid at distances which are small compared to a 
skin depth. The integrals contain rational fractions, and 
are taken over the volume of the conducting half-space. No 
references were found which specifically described the num­
erical evaluation of integrals of this type, and so some 
initial research was done to determine the magnitude of the 
problem, A preliminary estimate based on programs written 
for the CDC 8090 computer indicates that a larger, faster 
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One of the most common structural geologic features 
is the fault© Ore bodies are often associated with faults, 
and therefore the delineation of these features may be an 
initial exploration objective© Conversely, a system of 
faults may be unrelated to ore occurrence, and their loca­
tion may be of little value© In the former instance, the 
geophysicist may measure and interpret the electric and 
magnetic fields from a dipole source in order to define a 
fault; in the latter instance the effect of a fault may be 
an undesirable noise© For both cases, a knowledge of how 
to determine theoretically the electric and magnetic fields 
from a dipole source in the presence of a fault is important 
to the exploration geophysicist©
A fault is defined by the geologist as a fracture or 
fracture zone along which there has been a displacement of 
the sides relative to one another parallel to the fracture© 
According to this definition, a fault may or may not have
1
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material of differing electrical properties along either 
side of the fracture. For the purpose of this study, a 
fault will be redefined as a plane interface separating 
two homogeneous isotropic media with differing electrical 
properties.
It should be noted that in this definition, the fault 
itself occupies no volume, and becomes a simple plane or 
half-plane boundary. Note that this work does not directly*
concern faults which have large contrasts in electrical 
properties of the rock within a fracture zone compared to 
the rock on either side of the fault. Although the cases 
involving wide dikes with ninety-degree dips, and cases 
corresponding to fracture zones are not specifically dis­
cussed, all of the methods of determining electric and mag­
netic fields across a fault can be extended to include these 
features.
The purpose of this research was to study methods of 
determining mathematically the electric and magnetic fields 
of a dipole source in the presence of a fault as defined 
above. A review of the available literature revealed that 
several important cases for distances which are small compared 
to a skin depth have apparently not been treated. These 
include: 1) the fields of a magnetic dipole at locations not
along the axis of the dipole in a whole-space, and 2) the 
magnetic fields of an electric dipole source in a half-space
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and a whole-space. It has been possible to obtain form- 
ulations for the above cases as volume integrals representing 
the effects of currents flowing in the conducting media,,
Since the numerical solutions of integrals of this type have 
apparently not been described in the literature, and in view 
of the potential importance of numerical computations to the 
exploration geophysicist, the scope of this work has been ex­
pended to determine the magnitude of the numerical problem 
for the electric dipole source* Formulations based on work 
by Vanyan (1967) and also by Monteath (1931) have also been 
derived as important methods of determining the fields from 
a dipole source across a fault.
The thesis is organized into four chapters* The first 
chapter presents a derivation of the field expressions for 
a magnetic dipole source oriented perpendicular to a fault 
in a whole-space. The special case where distances are 
small compared to a skin depth is considered in the second 
chapter* Some of these formulations can be applied to both 
the whole-space and the half-space case for an electric 
dipole source. The third chapter describes a few of the 
numerical problems involved in determining values for some 
of the integrals formulated in the previous chapter. The 
main body of the text is concluded with chapter four which 
summarizes the research.
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This chapter presents the formulation of expressions
for the fields of a dipole in a faulted whole-space* In
all cases the dipoles are oriented perpendicular to the fault.
After a brief review of published literature in the first
section, equations for the fields of a magnetic dipole source
are developed in a second section.
\
Previous Work
A case of particular interest occurs when the conducti­
vity of the material on either side of the fault trends to 
zero. This problem has been the concern of workers in the 
field of radio communications since the well known work by 
Sommerfeld in the early part of this century. A historical 
review is given by Wait (I96O . Notable contributions in­
clude papers by Wait (19&5)> Wait and Campbell (1953)? Banos 
(1966) and Weaver (1967). A recent bibliography lists -l6if 
references; Blau and Lun (1966). Of particular interest 
for surface-based geophysical methods are expressions for 
fields on the surface of a homogeneous, isotropic, conducting
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earth for electric and magnetic dipole sources, Wait (1961), 
and Wait (1955)* These solutions, v/hich are in closed form 
allow the calculation of unperturbed fields in the range 
of interest for prospecting* A collection of expressions valid 
within distances small compared to a free space wavelength 
for dipole sources in all orientations has been published by 
Bannister (1966)* His expressions in closed form for fields 
over a horizontally-layered earth are incorrect, and appa­
rently must be obtained by numerical integration* Patrick 
and Bostick have obtained values of the fields over a layered 
earth for an electric dipole source (Patrick and Bostick 1966) 
Frischknecht (1967) presents numerical values for a magnetic
dipole on the surface of a homogeneous earth and on a layered 
\earth. His results were also obtained numerically* An anis­
otropic, layered earth has been discussed by Vanyan (196?).
A comparatively small amount of work has been devoted 
to the case when the two half-spaces are conductors* Brief 
discussions may be found in Stratton (19kl)> Cacavas and 
Tyras (1967), Banos (1966), Vanyan (1967) and Wait (1962).
None of these references offer a solution in closed form.
Two references which present values obtained by numerical 
integration are Duesterhoeft (1961) and Moran and Kunz 
(1962). The only source considered in the last two papers 
is a magnetic dipole perpendicular to the interface, and 
solutions were apparently obtained only in line with the
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dipole5 (that is along the perpendicular to the interface).
An earlier paper by Doll treats this same case for static 
fields. See Keller and Frischknecht, (1966). The results 
obtained from Doll1 s approach agree v/ith the values for a 
time varying source within a range of distances which- are 
small compared to a skin depth. The static fields for a 
whole-space as well as a half-space are presented in the 
next chapter, and v/ill not be discussed further at this time. 
Magnetic Dipole
The derivation presented in this section follows the 
work of Vanyan (196?), who presents integral formulations 
for the fields of magnetic and electric dipoles at the surface 
of a horizontally stratified anisotropic medium. The results 
obtained can be shown to be identical with those of Vanyan'*s 
when they are specialized to the case where the half-space 
containing the source becomes an insulator. The same is true 
of the work of Wait (1962), who treats this problem for the 
layered earth in detail. This section is organized into sev­
eral subsections, which follow logically, beginning with 
Maxwell*s equations.
Maxwell’s Equations: Maxwell’s equations for homogeneous
media may be written as follows:
(1)
V'X £  = - ~2T
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where
H  - Magnetic field intensity, Amperes/meter
x7* = Electric current density j,'Ampexex/me ter
D  = Electric flux density, Coulombs/meter
£■ = Electric field intensity, volts/meter
^9 = Magnetic flux density. Webers/meter
± = Time, seconds
The first equation relates the magnetic field intensity to
the conduction and displacement current densities. The
second relates the induced electric field to the rate of
v
change of magnetic induction. Electric and magnetic lines 
of force are continuous in the absence of free magnetic poles
and free electric charge. This is expressed by two additional
equations:
V-E=0 (3)
-»• ( Ll )
K7 ' B  = O  w
The above equations are simplified by considering only time- 






Magnetic permeability, henry/meter 
^ . Electrical conductivity, mho/meter 
•£ =: Permittivity, farads/meter
The above symbols for permeability and permittivity will 
be assumed to be identical with those of free space for the 
remainder of the thesis* This will simplify the boundary 
conditions and is not a limitation for many geophysical appli­
cations.
Magnetic Vector Potential: Vanyan (1967) indicates that the
horizontal component of the vector potential about a hori­
zontal electric dipole is similar to the vertical component 
for a vertical magnetic dipole. It is noted that equation 
0+) is not explicitly used in this development for a magnetic 
dipole source. A vector potential, A, is first defined such 
that
(7)
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This is a convenient and permissable definition since any 
vector may be represented by the curl of a second vector if 
(and only if) it's divergence is zero. Equation (7) roay 
therefore be considered to follow equation (3) • Substi­
tuting the vector potential into equation (5), the following 
is obtained:
It can be shown that if and only if the curl of a 
vector is 2ero, that vector may be represented by the grad­
ient of a scalar potential. It is therefore possible becatise 
of equation (8) to define a scalar potential such that
obtained for the problem by substituting the respective 
potentials into equation (6) and expanding into three scalar 
equations.It is at this point in the development that
V x




The gradient of u is similar to a constant of 
Integration. The relationship between A and U  may be
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simplification results if the symmetry of the problem is 
such that one or more of the vector potential components is 
zero. For this simplest case, the only vector potential 
required is that in the direction of the dipole. The whole- 
space fault does not destroy the symmetry of the current flow 
so that only the A z term remains in the indicated expansion 
This conclusion is apparent on physical principles if one 
recognizes that the vector potential consists of the integral 
of the effects of currents in the medium (Keller, 1968).
Performing the suggested expansion, (6), the following 
three scalar equations are obtained for the x, y, and z 
equations, respectively:
_ d LJ
9 X 9 *  ~ 9X
_ 2JJ
au O-o)
The x and y equations are satisfied if
V A  = LJ
The final step in the development of an equation for the 
unknown component of the vector component, A z , is to
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substitute (11) into the z equation of (10):
V zAg - &*AX = o (12)
Solution for Vector Potential: the remaining task is to
obtain an expression for the A% component of the vector 
potential as given in equation (12). This is accomplished 
by the method of separation of variables.
Figure 1 shows the geometry, with the dipole source of 
strength M located a distance h from the fault. It will be 
convenient to consider both a cylindrical and a rectangular 
coordinate system superimposed, with the z-axis and the origin 
common to both, as shown on the figure. In cylindrical co­
ordinates equation (12) may be written.
J, SlAz _ A2 A = n (13)t  a  t' -te rig U
since A% does not depend upon the angular co-ordinate if •
Assume that the solutions to (13) may be written as:
A  % ~ Z ' / ?
where 2 T is a function of z only and R  is a function of r 
only. Substituting this into (13) and dividing by Z 7 ?
FIGURE U Sketch showing magnetic d ipo le  source 
in a fau lted  whole-space
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gives:
~ r  (JLS-) -+ yl- ZU2.   L. H j Z  +  A 2 (15)/■/? { z r J R zrz Z ^
The variables are now separated so that the terms con­
taining r cannot vary with the terms which are functions of 
z* The equation may therefore be separated into two equation 
by using a separation constant
/ 2zR(r) + J_ I =
R(r) v t~z t ' R M  'd y*
(16)
 _ ~h •$? — ~IZKZ(z)
or
/?" + yr/P' + m z/P= O 07)
- z  (*** + -&z) = o (18)
The two solutions to (1?) are the Bessel functions of 
zero order, x ^ T a n d  (wr) which may be found in work by 
Keller (196?)• Equation (18) is satisfied by an exponential 
with either a positive or negative power* It is important to 
recall that the solutions are based on Maxwell1s equations 
for a source-free homogeneous mediae
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Several additional steps are necessary to obtain solutions 
for the faulted whole-space, and will be listed below:
1. The supexposition property of the linear, homogene­
ous equations (1?) will be exercised to obtain a 
general solution in the form of an integral with 
respect to the arbitrary separation parameter,
This procedure is discussed by Betz, et. al. (1954).
2. The solution for the vector potential of a magnetic 
dipole source in a homogeneous medium is then added 
to the solutions for the homogeneous case after it 
is transformed into a similar integral form.
3. The constants are then determined so that conditions 
at the boundary (and at large distances) will be 
satisfied in medium 1 and medium 2.
Uniqueness of solution is assured only after all the 
constraints in step 3 have been satisfied. See Smythe (1968). 
Solutions for the differential equations (18) and (17) are:
z: = a . e (m’^ 3r +  i e ' " ' * * * *  (w)
/? = A  (vnt) ~f~ B  (fr?/*) (20 )
The real part of in equation (19) is taken as
positive, and the ambiguity is resolved by making a branch 
out which does not intersect the real axis in the m~plane.
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The second term in (19) is not a valid solution in medium 
1 since the potential must remain bounded as z takes on 
large negative values• Similarly, the constant a must 
be zero in medium 2. As illustrated in Figure 2, the second 
term of equation (20) is unbounded in both media as the argue« 
ment approaches zero, and is also thrown out.
i .
0 to
Figure 2. Zero order- Bessel functions of the first and 
second kinds. Abramowitz and Stegun (1966).
With these simplifications solutions for A z can be written 
by substituting (19) and (20) into (14):






where -vi = m '2, + -f?z and the subscripts reference the two 
media©
tP* Following Betz, etcal© (opecit©)*, Vanyan (1967), and 
Keller (1967), the more general solutions for A^ (in a 
sourceless media) can be written as infinite integrals of 
the above solutions over the separation parameter:
oo
CXt €  • x T  ( d m  (23)A
oo
The multiplicative constant, , does not negate the
validity of the above solutions, and will be a convenience 
later in the development©
The solution for the A %  for a magnetic dipole in 
a homogeneous medium, located at z - ~ 4i from the origin is 
well known:
A rr ^ 6-M. & ____ _
* 4~’rr />’- +
(25)
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The Sommerfeld integral, which is widely referenced in the 
technical literature, allows (25) to be written in a form 
similar to (23) and (2Zf):
oa
5 r  €  ‘d T ( m t ) d m  (26)
The solution for A ^  in medium 1 is the sum of the 
solution for a sourceless media, given by (23), and that 
due to a source, as given by (26)* A new A%± , is now 
obtained which accounts for the presence of the source:
r\ 00
e n‘ lr*XI+ (mr) dm <2?)
The last step in the specification of the vector potentia 
is to define the remaining constants in equations (27) and
(2/f) so that the boundary conditions at the fault will be
satisfied. The components of magnetic induction tangential 
to the boundary must be continuous from medium 1 to medium 
2 so that a Gauss type integration along the surface of a 
small volume including the boundary will close to zero (since
there are no free magnetic poles at the interface). Similarly
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the tangential components of the electric field must be 
continuous, since no free charge is allowed to collect at 
the boundary. The static potential conditions, v/hich are 
listed in the following chapter, also must be satisfied 
as oj approaches zero. The critical factor here is the 
continuity of current density perpendicular to the interface.
* This condition infers the continuity of the derivative of 
U across the boundary, since the derivative of the static 
potential is proportional to the current density in the dir­
ection of the derivative. These conditions on continuity 
are now translated into the corresponding constraints for 
the vector potential component, A z .
on the angular coordinate, so that £~h-0. The components
From equation (7), the components of £  in cylindrical 
\





From the symmetry of the current, A g  has no dependance
of B are determined from (9) and (11):
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(3D
By using equation (12), (30) may be expressed as:
(32)
The continuity of the vertical derivatives of A 2 will 
therefore insure the continuity of the vertical derivative 
of u across the boundary. This constraint plus the con­
tinuity of v/ill insure the continuity of .
These conditions can most easily be applied to the inte­
grands of (2?) and (2Zf) to obtain simultaneous equations for 
a, and b^:




n, c  ~t- a, ~ b.A (33)
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- M  6
-yi,A + a,n, z (3k)
Solving these equations for a, and b^, gives:
ot. jfyin- ( *tr n z ) ' * wt+ '
(35)
-r?,£
i - znt.e_ (36)
hz n,+nz
Therefore the final expressions for the vector potential may 
be presented for medium 1 and medium 2 respectively:
CO
A c J i * L  ! J Z f lC, - n ‘ / ?  + '* - l  +  /  ) r  *■  f t
4ir / n  f e ( ~ P T ^ r )





The ..above equations reduce to expressions equivalent 
to those of Vanya 11 (1967) for the case when the upper half­
space becomes an insulator (i.e. as m. ) with the source 
located at -fi - O . Values of E  and S  are obtained 
from the above values of A K as indicated in equations 
(7), (9) and (11).
The vectors Iz and B  obtained from equations (37) 
and (38) are unique because sufficient requirements have 
been satisfied at the boundary (the fault), at large 
distances, near the z-axis, and for the static potential 
(these requirements are listed..on pages 40 and 41). See, 
for example, the discussion given by Smythe (1968), on 
page 467.
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Expressions for fields of a dipole at distances which 
are small in comparison to a skin depth are presented in this 
chapter* At these electrically small distances, the skin 
effect or propagation effects can be neglected, and mathe­
matical expressions are more easily formulated*
The discussion is organized into three parts: the first
is a brief discussion of the numerical distance, the second 
deals with a magnetic dipole perpendicular to the fault in 
a whole-space, and the third presents the fields in a half­
space and a whole-space for an electric dipole source. 
Electrical Distance
One of the most frequently used measures of electrical 
(or 15numerical”) distance is the wavelength* This and other 
related terms will be defined in this section. The objective 
will be to place the formulations in this chapter in perspec­
tive relative to the terminology in the current geophysical 
and communications literature, and to clearly define the re­
gion of applicability of the expressions in the sections 
which follow® It is important to recognize that all of the
22
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definitions and approximations in this section are based 
on a uniform, plane electromagnetic wave, and must be used 
with caution when the source is close, or when the medium is 
no longer homogeneous*
Wavelength; A wavelength, /\ , is defined by Jordan
(1930) as
where




^  - / J i t  (ifl)









Skin Depth: The quantity, O , in this last expression
is termed the skin depth, and may be defined as the distance 
in a homogeneous medium in which a uniform, plane electro­
magnetic wave decays to 1/e or 36.8% of its original ampli­
tude* The phase of the wave lags by one radian at one skin 
depth* This concept is derived by neglecting the displace-
9 ffment current term, , in Maxwell * s equations* The
resulting equation is the skin effect equation or diffusion 
equation, which may be written for -xT , H  , or E  1
r-72 -r .. _  9x7”v  ^  ^  _ (44)
Assuming only a TV* component which varies sinusoidally
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with time5 but is independent of y and z, we have
U5)
a solution of which is
S i n f a i  -*/s)
(i|6)
A useful chart showing values of skin depth as a function 
of electrical conductivity and permittivity is shown in 
Figure 3®'
Propagation Constant: A parameter frequently used in the
literature to specify electrical distance is the absolute 
value of the product of the complex propagation constant, 
}f and a distance, r® The propagation constant, IT , 
is defined by:
Figures k and 5 present numerical values for the mag-
for determining regions of applicability for the formulations
(A7)
nitude of the )fr product, and will serve as a reference
cr 132 fO mhoo/msler
cr “  10 mhos/rftsto?
cr »° 10 mhos/rasfar
©• “*.10 mhos/mefe?
cr “  10 mhos/mate!
SKIN DEPTH AS A 
FU N C TIO N  OF FREQUENCY
Fer H^mogorisouo fcloieriol, (&rc\ —  I
Frequency in Hz
FIGURE 3. Skin depth as a function  of frequency,
(K is the re la t ive  d ie le c t r ic  constant).
0.G1
O.OOl
Distance, r ,  in Meters 




& t-frm o fe  r  t$* Is  f l ie  p r o o fu c f  o j- jfe<^uert€tp ( t f z )  a#?o/ cor?</acf*'vt/t^ 




Distance, r, in Meters 
FIGURE 5„ Absolute va lue o f y Y, =  ̂  (cj -j-jco-6)
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in the sections which .follow. Note that if0 is the 
free space propagation constant, and is the constant
for a conducting medium® Values of / K r / « 1  define 
distances that are small compared to a free space wavelength, 
and / ^ r / «  d corresponds approximately to the case where 
distances are small compared to a skin depth.
The parameter S in Figure 5 is the product of frequency 
in Hertz, and conductivity in mho/meter. The absolute value 
of for a conductivity of lxlO"’ mho/meter and for 1
Hertz is found to be about 0.29 at a distance of 1 kilometer. 
Magnetic Dipole
The development in this section is based upon the con­
cept that a time-harmonic loop source within or near con­
ducting media will induce currents in the media which flow 
with symmetry about the axis of the loop source. It is re­
quired that any inhomogenities (including the air-earth in­
terface, the fault in a whole-space, or a cylindrical boun­
dary) have a similar type of symmetry so that no current path 
crosses a boundary. This clearly rules out application of 
this section to the faulted half-space problem, and the form­
ulation will be discussed as it applies to a faulted whole- 
space .with the magnetic dipole source oriented perpendicular 
to the fault.
The approach will be to determine first the EMF induced 
in an elemental toroid of the conducting media. This EMF
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will cause an induced current flow according to Ohm1s law 
which is proportional to the electric field and the conduc­
tivity of the material* The induced current will in turn 
produce a magnetic field which will be the integral of the 
toroidal current elements throughout the volume of the con­
ductor 0 The formulas for the magnetic flux density from a 
magnetic dipole and from a large loop are assumed to be 
familiar, and may be found in elementary texts® The source 
dipole is assumed to be of negligible dimensions®
For the arrangement sketched in Figure 6, the induced 
EMF in the toroidal element will be




element, and &  is the component of the magnetic flux 
density in the z-direction, given by
D f P o L  e
Torot'c/*/ £/csy?etf
FIGURE 6. Sketch showing magnetic d ipo le  and
toro ida l element in a fau lted  who le-space .
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y{A /W Sift Co>l / J .J? 2 (̂ ■9)
(ra* + Z'-y* (r̂ +z%)2
where M is the product of the area, number of turns, and 
the peaJh current for the dipole source® Differentiating 
this with respect to time,
.3^g- = ~M Mco Cosco t / \ (50)
9 zf ^ tr (rx*'-/-z*)3y
which may then be integrated over the area as in (Af8) 
using Dwight (1957)* 201«03 and 201*05:
/— >» j} r- ^  M  o j Cos co t f  / _tM h  2 [  ̂ v   ̂?
= ^  A /CO Cos Got f  y 2 ___. ? (51)
2  l ( ^  + z f /zJ
W
The magnitude of the current in each toroid of diff­
erential cross-section is simply this induced EMF divided 
by the circumference of the toroid multiplied by the con­
ductivity of the medium, giving an induced current:
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(rz 4- -zz)3/z
r d r d z  (52)
The expression for the magnetic flux density in the z 
direction along the axis from each (large) toroidal current 
is
expression can be used to find the total magnetic flux den­
sity caused by the induced current flowing in the media by 
integrating throughout the volume from r=o to K - 0 0  and 
from - 0 0  to z= + co . The integration is most conveniently 
carried out in two parts, one on each side of the fault, loc­
ated at ir - Z y  :
(33)
where ^  is the location of the field point where 




It is not valid to allow the field point, at 2  = 2 i , to 
be located at (or close to) the origin, in that this would 
invalidate the assumption that the source is a dipole (which 
is located at the origin)* Formula (49) would, for example, 
need to be extended to account for the particular dimensions 
of the source, and this, and other formulas which follow, 
would be greatly complicated*
It is emphasized that the in (94) is due to the
induced currents flowing in the media* There is an additional 
b x  component due to the source dipole, v/hich may be cal­
culated from (49) > with z- , and r = O * Notice that 
this component from the source dipole is in phase with the 
source current, while the component from the induced
current is out of phase with the source by - /'i? . This 
phase difference is noteworthy, in that it allows a separate 
measurement of /3% from the source and from the induced 
currents in practical applications*
An interesting variation of this problem results when 
the field not on the axis is required* The symmetry is not 
changed for the induced currents flowing in the conductor, 
but the expression for the flux density from the currents is 
considerably more complicated* Expressions comparable to 
equation (93) for the components of flux density of a cir­
cular current loop for field points not necessarily on the 
axis are given by Smythe (1968), p* 291 as follows:
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<EB, -
M. oil - /
■I* •h
r x-r? - ( ?-?,) 
(r - ~r, jz + j 2
and
(55)
c/B> - M dl Z -Z,
2rrr' l[(r+r,)a * (r-I,)z] \
[-k f- + (z-?J‘ (r-r,)z + (y-'IJ*
(5^)
where the subscript, 1, refers to the field point. The sym­
bols EE and £T represent complete elliptic integrals
of the first and second kind, with k  defined as a function 
of t i f ,  1 ? as follows:




E  = f (l-Ex')'/z dy (59)
J ft- x %) y*o
The above formula for , according to Smy the
(op.-cito), reduces to equation (53) when tt = O . The field
component in the radial direction, d B  t , vanisheso
The final expressions for the components of magnetic
flu x density from the induced current flow may be obtained
by substituting the value for the current in the toroidal
element from (52) into the above equations, and integrating
over the volume similar to that indicated by equation ( 5 ' r )
\
for the simpler case:
0 0 Zj




O - /X7- Moo CoS Cot f f \  Sr
tzo £=-cO
■ f i u j ,  +  !',*' +  ( * - * ,  >* r - 1  / /
L fA.^7 7 7 ? ^ " ■£]£«*■
r"° ^ { . k + I 1 ± ^ 1 ± 1 ?s L L  r y j } ^ )
1 (rrtt)* + (7-%r t/‘Mj
The above components are out of phase with the currents in
the source dipole by - ‘fyz , and may be measured separately
from the same components due to the current in the source
similar to the previous situation when the field point was 
\
located on the z-axis *
Electric Dipolefcw»mapraw*oei<&a»D»o ef<ert«rt»iawpam«yS-'a» »J«3»«*̂gâean
The potential about a point source near a fault has 
been known for many years* Van Nostrand and Cook (1966) 
and Roman (i960) provide excellent reviews of past work-on 
the subject* Using the expressions in these references for 
the electric potential, and using the image theory presented 
by Keller and Frischknecht (1966) as a basis, it will be shown 
in this section how the electric and magnetic fields for a 
dipole source near a fault may be formulated*
Figure 7a shows the relationship between the source and 
the fault* The expressions for this particular case are
fo-y'/'t [yt-yjz + [ z r z J z)
FIGURE 7 a .  Sketch showing source and image d ipoles.
  Atf/'S of
FIGURE 7 b . Sketch showing symmetry of current f lo w .
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applicable to both the whole “-space and the half-space geo­
metry because of the symmetry of current flow about the 
axis of the source dipole and because the interaction of 
currents may be neglected* On the basis of previous work, 
the interactions of currents may be neglected within distances 
which are small compared to a skin depth, Moran and Kuntz, 
(1962)o As a consequence, the removal of the upper half­
space will have no effect other than doubling the current 
density in the remaining half-space for the same source current* 
The axial symmetry of current is illustrated in Figure 7b, and 
will not be destroyed by any cylindrically symmetric inter­
faces.
This section will be divided into three parts: 1) Fields 
from a point source; 2) Electric fields from a dipole source; 
and 3) Magnetic fields from a dipole source. All of the parts 
will be directly applicable to the faulted half-space problem. 
Electric-Fields from a point Source: Using images, the po­
tential of a point source near a fault may be written as
// ~ — 2---  +■  K-L---- (
LJs Zrr<r; R s x r r  cr; R 2
where ,. _ a-, ~ ̂  
°7 r <ri
Crj =r The conductivity of region 1,
Rs- Distance from the source to a point in the
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conducting medium,
Distance from the image to a point in the 
conducting medium,
The first term in the above equation is the normal 
potential, and the second term is the contribution due 
to the fault® The second medium has been effectively 
replaced by a fictitious partially silvered mirror with a 
reflection coefficient l< * The potential from the same 
point source in the second medium not containing the source 
may be written:
u  = -LilzJZL- (63)
2-IT 6\ R s
The (l-K) is the transmission coefficient as though the 
potential in medium 2 were being viewed darkly through the 
mirror®
Particular care must be used when images and intuition 
are applied to physical problems® It is well known that 
image theory has definite limitations (Keller, 1953) • If 
a function satisfies all the requirements for an electrical 
potential function, then it is a valid solution (Van Nostrand 
and Cook, i960, p® 1+7) •
The requirements for the potential function are:
1) The potential must vanish as 1/r at great 
distance from the source,
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2.) The potential, must become infinite as 
I /(err (S' r), as a source is approached 
from any direction,
3) The potential must be continuous everywhere 
except at a source,
Zf) The normal component of current density at 
a boundary must be continuous across the 
boundary,
3) The solution must remain finite everywhere 
except at a source or sink*
It is apparent upon examination that the U , and U% 
functions satisfy the numbered conditions 1, 2, 3 and 5 
within medium 1 and medium 2, respectively. Condition 4
scan be shown to be satisfied by determining first the electric 
field, and then the component of current density normal to 
the fault in both media. The electric field is defined as 
follows:
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therefore in medium 1 the field components are:
z r  =■ "  I— f (x-x*) , k'(x + *s) J
Zfr<r L Rs3 * J
E  = ^Im [ j- + k 7 (65)
r  ^  r ~r i j
Egi = zirer [  /?/ + p i ]
and in medium 2:
2 ir<rtL JL /? / J
--M ' * xi-kl
The components of current density are easily obtained 
from Ohmfs law,
t f  = <rE ( 6 ?)
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for the two media by multiplying the field “components by
the appropriate conductivities* Condition k is now seen to
be satisfied since, tT̂ d and tT)(Z are equal as x approaches
zero from the positive and negative directions* The electric
fields parallel to the fault, £  and E„ are also
d
seen to be equal as x -* O* and X o~ .
Electric Fields from a Dipole Sources The fields of a dipole
source can be derived from the above fields for a point
source using the concept from Keller and Frischknecht
(1966),p. 97? that fields from a dipole on the surface of a
homogeneous medium may be obtained by taking the product of
the moment (length times current) and the derivative of the
respective field components in the direction of orientation of 
\the dipole. This concept is supported by the argument which 
follows„
If the potential from a source point p(x, y, z) due to 
a source current - /  at x0, y*fand' z6 and / / at (x^h, y,,; 
z) for a small h. The distance from p to -J is
C = *■ (1 -zJ2] /z (68)
and from + I is
r+ = [ (*-y.- hX + (y-y.)z ~+ (z-?,)z ]/z (69)
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For a homogeneous half-space
U - [-fr - -r] (?0)Z r r c r  L r+ J
The is a function of X0 + , so that by form 39
(Dwight, 1937);
*
/ ( *  + & )  = / M  + A f U  * /"(*) +  -  (71)
and
U  = -£ -  f - r  + J £ 2 L - ( -L ) i- ' 7 (72)Z.‘Tr<r L  ̂  2X* ( /9 / 'dTC 1/1/ V
If *8. --*>0 and 00 such that *̂ ,7 remains a finite constant, 
then a dipole of moment A"/ in the x - direction remains, 
and
u  ‘Z'TTcr n>Y\rJ
\lj)
= . M  CosQ_
Z'rr <r r 7'
where Cos 0  is the angle between li and r, and replaces 
r„ as h -> 0 * See Smythe (1968)*
It is now possible to apply the above procedure (of taking 
the directional derivative of the expression for fields of a
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point source, and multiplying this by the moment of the 
dipole) to a dipole on a faulted half-space® This must be 
done with d fscretion, however,in that there are two terms in 
equations 65: one representing the fields from the point
source, and the other representing fields from the image 
source® The often-used approximation for a dipole of a source 
and a sink separated by a short distance is seen to have an 
image (on the opposite side of the interface) which is orient­
ed in the opposite direction to the source dipole. This dir­
ection of the image dipole is compatable with the partially 
silvered mirror analogy, and suggest that the derivatives 
of the terms containing the R j  factor be taken with 
respect to the opposite direction compared to those with the 
R s factors, to be consistent with the image concepts.
The electric field components for a dipole source are 
obtained as indicated above:
-  «  J k L -  f  3(X-XS)Z 3R(x*X,)zl
» 2- v /  Rf R / — J
(74)
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E =  -£L f i+x I f  l  7*2 z v r  l */i R * ^  j
(7k)
The current density, x7^ , will be continuous across
the fault as it was for the fields of a point source, and
Valso the y and z components of the electric field are con­
tinuous across the fault, since R z ~ R $ a i x - o .
Magnetio' Fields from a Dipole Source: Using an approach
similar to that of the previous section for the toroidal 
current elements, expressions for the magnetic fields may be 
obtained as an integral of the current effects in the con­
ducting medium* Again, since the distances involved are 
restricted to be small compared to a skin depth, the inter­
action between current elements may be neglected, and Ampere*s 
law is applicable:
T-1195
d f f  = ^  <75>
Since
Idl ~ tT ct^ , (76)
a more appropriate form is obtained%
JB - Uy- (77)
r;
By substituting the values for the components of x T  
from (67) and (7k) into (77), the following scalar equations 
for the components of B  result:
00 qO oO
£ 1
4‘TT ( l / l ^








^ T j x r * )  (*.-*) y y  / /(?9)Ct-VCfc'Ci?
j?:<> \J:0 X=0y r ,3
tso to QO
B, =_ M? 4rr
7-0 X-c>
> _  j , j  j,
R; *
y~o ifse> x-o
~r / 1 'T~ 1 (SO)
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The integrals have been written in two parts, since 
there are different expressions for the current densities 
depending upon the sign of x* The order of integration on 
x has been reversed for the second integral in each field 
expression* It can be shown that the Q  component is 
zero at points along the axis of the dipole.
NUMERICAL EVALUATION
Usas»rc*eieMBU£ti. **<v3M*ta»»* «awt*.iiM&V2nw«*E *rts  iMt««iso
Several references describe the numerical evaluation 
of integrals related to those for the whole-space problem 
of chapter 1* Meinardus (1966) and Gray (1968) in particular 
have successfully obtained numerical values. The use of a 
high-speed system such as the CDC 6100 is required to make 
numerical integrations of this type economically practical .
No references were found which discussed specifically 
the numerical integration of three-dimensional integrals 
of the type developed in the last chapter. Some information 
may be obtained from Ralston and Wilf (i960) and Abramowitz 
and St-egun (3.96-1) * In order to evaluate this method of com­
puting the magnetic field some initial work was done to de­
termine the magnitude of the problem, as reported in this 
chapter.
The discussion is organized into two sections: The
first describes sample calculations of the electric field com­
ponents for an electric dipole source perpendicular to the 
fault, and the second discusses some problems involved in the 
numerical integration of the expressions for magnetic field 
components for the same source.
El e c t ri c F;L elds
Using equations (71) of the preceding chapter, computer
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programs were developed to calculate the electric field 
components at various points within and on the faulted, con­
ducting medium* The electric field in the x-direction on 
the surface, and the x and z-directions beneath the surface 
are shown in Figures 8 and 9* Note the discontinuity at the 
fault in the E x component caused by the continuity of
current density, and note that although the field is obviously 
perturbed across the fault, there is no discontinuity in E% .
Shown in Figure 10 is the ratio between a field with a 
fault and the normal field, or the field which would be ob­
served if o~; = * An interesting feature of this presen­
tation is that the distance from the fault can be normalized
in terms of the distance of the source, and is therefore non- 
\dimensional®
M agne ti c Fi elds
The evaluation of the magnetic fields by the numerical 
integration of equations (?8) through (80) is difficult on a 
relatively low-speed computer® Several tests were performed 
on the CDC 8090 which point out some of the difficulties 
involved in this problem* These tests, and the resulting 
conclusions are described below*
A series of graphs showing the one-dimensional behavior 
of the integrand for equation (79) were first prepared® Some 
of these curves are shorn in Figure 11. Of particular note 
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FIGURE 11 . C on tr ibu t ion  o f  currents to B a t depths below surface.
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values of z less than 1 on the scale of the figure. It is 
also noted that in considering integration in the X7direction 
there is a negative as well as a positive contribution of the 
function. These two observations imply the following: 1) a
number of samples will be required along the region between the 
source and the fault(particularly for small values of z and y) 
because of the rapid variations of the function in this region, 
and 2) the integration must be performed with accuracy in both 
the region of positive and negative contributions, since the 
total wall represent the algebraic sum of these contributions. 
One of the important keys to the efficient numerical evaluation.' 
of these integrals is the determination of the minimum number 
of samples in each region of importance which are required to
assure an adequate numerical approximation of the Integrals.
Insight into the physical meaning of the curves in 
Figure 11 may be obtained by relating the individual electric 
field components shown in Figure 9 with Ohmic currents 
flowing in the conductor, and then using the familiar right- 
hand rule to substantiate the directions and relative magni­
tudes of the contributions to the component. This pro­
cedure also serves to demonstrate why such rapid variations 
occur with the x-dimension, and also shows how relative changes 
in the locations of the source and the field point change the 
integrands. A through knowledge of the physical meanings of the 
equations (78), (79)> and (80) is suggested as an aid in under­
standing some of the problems involved in obtaining numerical
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values for the components of B  •
Numerical integration programs were developed to apply 
to the example integrand over the volume of medium 1.
Methods using the zeros and weight factors of the Laguerre 
polynomials, m and using Simpson6s rule were written for the 
GDC 8090 system* The following formula v/as used for the 
Laguerre integration:
(81)
N  N  N
B (*,%.*) dvclyctj = J T  £
0 0 0  'fa-l -k-1
The subscripted A 's are the weighting factors5 which corr­
espond to specific values of the abscissas* Weight factors 
and abscissas for Laguerre polynominals of order 10, 12, 1A, 
and 19 were obtained. The well-known Simpson*s rule uses 
equally-spaced abscissas. After testing these programs on 
known functions in one-dimension, and then .tes-.ting the three- 
dimensional logic, several tests were performed on the inte­
grand of (79) for the integration over medium 1*
There was no consistancy in the answers as the value of 
/v was increased through the maximum of 15 using the 
Laguerre method. It is noted that the scale as shown on 
Figure 11 was changed so that a number of the Laguerre zeros
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would fall within the region of rapid changes in the inte­
grand, consistant with the earlier tests described above.
The behavior of the function at small values of Z  may 
be the reason the answers lack stability. A way to resolve 
this question is to perform the integration with a lower 
limit slightly above zero and then to determine numerically 
the effects of successively smaller lower limits• In this 
way the contribution of the region near the source and near 
the field point may be shown to be of negligible importance, 
and may be eleminated from the integration. This and other 




Methods for determining the electric and magnetic fields 
across a fault from electric and magnetj.c time-harmonic sources 
have been presented. This work is summarized as follows:
1* 'The electric and magnetic fields have been defined 
from-a vector potential for a magnetic dipole 
source perpendicular to a fault in a whole-space®
The vector potential is given by integrals similar 
to Sommerfeld®s integral with an additional complex 
reflection or transmission coefficient for the location 
of the field point in medium 1 or in medium 2. These 
integrals appear to be soluble only by numerical 
methods for the general case. This method of form­
ulation may be extended to include more complex 
problems which also have cylindrical symmetry*
2. Electric fields for a magnetic dipole source in
a faulted whole-space have been formulated for the
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case where distances are small compared to a 
skin depth. Similar expressions are developed in 
Keller and Frischknecht (1966).
3® Expressions have been developed for the magnetic 
field of a magnetic dipole source oriented per­
pendicular 'to a fault in a whole-space. These ex­
pressions are integrals taken over the distribution 
of currents in the media, and are valid for the 
case where distances are small compared to a skin 
depth. The expressions become more complicated when 
the fields .are not necessarily on the axis of the 
source in that the integrals contain complete ell­
iptic integrals of the first and. second kind. 
Electric fields for an electric dipole source on 
a faulted half-space are determined using the method 
of Images for distances small compared to a skin 
depth. These formulations follow Van Nostrand and 
Cook (1966).
3. Magnetic fields for the above case may be expressed 
as integrals of the Ohmic currents from Ampere*s 
law. These integrals are taken over the volume of 
the conducting half-space, and apparently have not 
been, previously formulated.
6. The behavior of the above integrands indicates
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that numerical evaluation may be relatively easy 
on a high-speed system such, as the CDC 6̂ -00.
T-11'95
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